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ìUfcMARY 

The International Manned Parenthood Federation test  for the 

efficacy of spermicides  ie described together with the varioue testa 

and national  specifioatione for condoms.    The difficulty of 

comparing the results from the different  standards is discussed 

and the ne'jd for an international  standard pointed out. 



The problem  of quality  control   in the   field of nor-ethical   (not 

medically su ervised)  contraceptives  inrreas«B  with th<   increase  in 

users, methods available ano manuf avarerà,   particularly as  new or 

potential users   need to be convinced of the  efficacy of the methods. 

Por the last  six yearn  there has been a  test  for the  efficacy of 

spermicides which has been recognized internationally by the member 

organisations  of the IPPP.    This  test  IB known an "The IPFP Agreed Test 

Por Total Spermicidal Power (l")^)" and was  the direct result  of the 

work of Harris  (196?) who combined the principlee of the then accepted 

teats, those of Baker (1935)  in the U.K.  ano Sander and Cramer (1940 

in the U.S.A.,   into a simple yes-no test.    This test require« that  1 ml. 

of a 1:11  solution of the spermicide in 0.9$ saline kill all  the 

spermatozoa in 0.? ml. of normal human aemen  in 40 seconds.     By maintaining 

a laboratory to carry out this test at the request of member organisations, 

regional office«  or manufactiu-ers the IPPF has been able to compile a list 

of tested spermicides which may be referred to, to see if a particular 

product has been tested, and if so, when and with what result. 

The simplicity and common sense of a single test applied throughout 

tha world is obvious and it seems a pity that in the other, much larger, 

field of non-ethical contraceptives, namely condoms, that there is no 

internationally recognized test or t and&rd.     It is tr e that there are 

standards but each rehire« different tests or the same tests carried 

out to 1 different level, in much the same way as the vari oil« spermicidal 

t««ts prior to the acceptance of the IPPP teat. 

The differences in the retirements of the vsrioui standards make« 

it ertremely difficult to compare the quality of different condoms 

obtained from different countrier and manufactured to different 

•pecifi catione. 

At this point it would be ae well to differentiate  between electronic 

testing, carried out oy most manufacturers,  and the batch testing technique« 

laid down by most of the national  standards.    Electronic testing is 100^, 

thnt is every condom made can be submitted to the test,  whereaa in th 1 batch 

testing procedures this íB not  so since some  of the tests  demand that the 

condom be destroyed during the test. 



Electronic   teatina may   be  w»t   or   dry.      In  the   wet   ter;t   the  condom  In 

placed   or   i     »tal   ai er* rod« which   is   then   paused   Ihmu,   .  a  hath  of electrlyte. 

During  thiß  passage   thiuu^i   uie   *Ui  M  voiWge  in  ¡tpphed  to  the  electrode 

inside   the condoni and   i *' the   How  of   current  through   th*   electrlyte  exceeds 

a  certair,   ore te tenni ned   level   the  condom  ie  rejected  an   faulty.     In  the  dry 

testing  the condom  íB  again  placed   on  an  electrode  but   this  time  the  condom 

containing the  electrode  in  rolled  against  another electrode and a  voltage 

usually  in erceeti  of   1000 volta  íB  applied.     Thte  tent   actually measures  the 

dielectric strength  of  the  rubber  film,   and any weakness,   including holes, 

will   allow a discliargr.  to occur between  tne   two electrodos which will   in 

turn cause,  the condom  to be  rejected  ae  defective.     In   both wet and dry 

electronic techniques   the pass/fall   rate ma,/ be  varied  at   «ill   by varying 

the level   cf current   tolerated in the wet  me hod,  and   the voltage applied 

in the  dry method.     It   would  be possible  to adjust  these   values eo that 

every condom made  pasced  the  lest,   although  in practice   the failure  rats 

is of the order of  10#. 

Most manufacturéis  destroy this   i(# but it would  seem that some sell 

the  condomB intact ap   P.crap rubber,   posHibly to  be  packaged and sold as 

condoms  by the unscrupulous    A tesi  which  could be applied internationally 

and which would have  some degret» of international  acceptance would prevent 

this  type of thin« as  well as   bringing at   least some  degree of rationality 

to the  confused picture   -f     i^nna]      -ndr-n standarde. 

There are in  fact   eight  national   condom standards   originating in 

Denmark,   Hungary,   India,   Israel,  Jaoan,  Sweden, U.K.,   and  U.S.A. 

Bach  of these  Btandards  requires  that   the condoms   b«  tested for boles 

in some  way,  although   only the  Hungarian  standard  stipulates  that  this  test 

be càrr-lad out  by an electronic method.     The Japanese  standard describes an 

electrical   tent  in whir h   the electrical   resistant  cf the  condom must 

exceed   -OC,000 ohms,   when it  is  tested   between two  electrodes  in   VJL saline. 

All   the   other standard«   stipulate   •hat   the  condomr  should   be  filled with 

300 ml.of water,   but   hereafter   the  t^taunu,  cf ansesPing   the holes  present 

divergen.     The  Israeli   standard requires  that a visual   inspection  bo nade 

one  minute after  th»  water in  „cured   into  the    »ndom,   the   Indian standard, 

in  common  with  the   i-mlfh  .U-^rc   of   -»h.1,   rehires   that  a  piece  of 

absorben*,   oaper   oe  wr^ed around   »he   condom,  while   the   other  Btandarde, 



ì 

including the British atanoard oí i )/:•, reauire thai the condom be closed 

by twipting and thni it be rolled ont ) »onorUjnt p. ner in order to detect, 

any hoi ta ir^eni.  it I.ì m< erer* in// to nrt*> that thin last neuen b«vl 

method in both the rr>ost stringent and tht moat reproduces ble in different 

laboratories of all '.he wa*er~hole tystö. 

The other parameter measured 1P the mechanical strength of the rubber 

film.  This may x done t?y Inflation of the condom with air or water, or 

by assessing i*s tensile properties (tensile etrength and elongation at 

break). The air nflation technique is favoured by the Swedish standard, 

which requires tha+ the mean bursting volume of 1Q0 condoms from each 

batch be above ?5 litres with a relative standard deviation of 2jf>.    The 

Danish standard requires that 115 conrioms from each batch must have a 

mean bursting volume 1.6?5 standard deviations greater than ?0 litres, 

while the American standard requires that 8 condoms from a batch have a 

bursting volume greater than ?8."i litres (1 cu. ft.) before and after 

accelerated ageing. 

The Indian standard requires that a condom be inflated with 5 litres 

of air, then tested for holec as described already and then that the same 

condom be filled with \  litres of witor without breaking. 'l«he I964 British 

standard also required the condom to hold } Iitree of water without 

breaking, but this hat» been abandoned in the 197? standard in favour of 

a tensile strength requirement. The Hungarian and Japanese standards also 

incorporalo a tensile strength requirement comparable to tha'; of the 197? 
o 

British standard ( ?00 kg.era. ), and ali have a minimum elmgation at break 

within the range of 600--7C09&. 

Tne dimensions of condom« are also mentioned in all standards except 

the Danish, all laying down a minimum length, but only two, the Hungarian 

and the American, giving a maximum. The need for some rationalization of 

the various ptanaardn becomes obvious if one considers these last two 

standards and their ntioulationr nbout the length of condoms, whert the 

QhorteKt permissible tent-ended condom in the American standard ìB at 

least 1 cm. longer than the longer'' permissible Hungarian teat-ended ci ndom. 

With problem* su'-h as this Rize differential and the difficulty of 

comparing the strength of the rubb«r film measured by different methods, and 

the difficulty experienced concerning the repriMuceaMlity of thr! various 

techniques for  ai-sersinf the prescrit; of ho^es in condoms, there is a need 

for a standard method of K»R+ run on eimilar li.~~s 1 o that for spermi ci ios 

so that the relative qualities of va-1 PUE condom can be ascessed. 



Finally  Î   won 1 ri   i ike  t'.   tha/i/   rey  nn league,   Mr.   Philip  Kestelman, 

for supplying me  with  <*  draft,   of .1  pao-"*  on  rcmiîom  teeing  from which 

I   have taken  many  of my  fa--tr, „ 
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